
(Watch-Fight)!* KSI vs Fournier Live Free
Coverage on Online on 12 May 2023
The social media boxing craze continues with KSI vs. Joe Fournier, and we've got you
covered.

How to Watch KSI vs. Joe Fournier Live:

Game Date: May 13, 2023

Game Time: 12:15 p.m. ET

TV Channel: Showtime West

Live Stream FIGHT : CLICK HERE TO WATCH LIVE !

KSI and Fournier, two social media stars, will collide inside Wembley Arena in London, England
on May 13. Fight fans in the United States can watch the MF & DAZN X Series 007 event live
on DAZN PPV. You will need to be a DAZN subscriber in order to purchase the event in the
United States.

READ MORE: VIDEO: KSI and Joe Fournier Get Physical During Misfits Boxing 007 Weigh-ins

KSI walks into this bout with a 1-0 pro boxing record, and a 3-0 record in exhibition fights.
Fournier is 9-0, 1 NC as a pro. He was defeated by former world champion David Haye in an
exhibition bout back in 2021.

MMA Knockout has you covered with results, and we've posted the KSI vs. Joe Fournier live
stream of the Happy Punch prelims above. The preliminary portion of the card will feature a
clash between WingsOfRedemption and Boogie2988.

The prelims are scheduled to begin at 12:15 p.m. ET. The main card will get started at 2 p.m.
ET. Keep refreshing this page for live updates throughout the event.

READ MORE: How to Watch KSI vs. Joe Fournier: Fight Time and Streaming Info

Main Card

KSI (c) vs. Joe Fournier - For the Misfits Boxing Cruiserweight Championship

Deja Olatunji vs. Swarmz

https://artvingazette.com/live/ksi-vs-fornier/


Salt Papi vs. Anthony Taylor

Tennessee Thresh vs. Paigey Cakey

ViruZz vs. DK Money

Lil Bellsy vs. Lil Kymchii

Undercard

WingsOfRedemption vs. Boogie2988

Corn vs. Unbaer

Luis Nestor vs. Callum King

Stick with MMA Knockout for more daily coverage of the UFC and MMA.

KSI vs Fournier live tv coverage. KSI vs Fournier bOXING and TV channel free broadcast en
vivo. KSI vs Fournier fight Card ...

KSI is putting his boxing career into full gear in 2023, taking on four matches before officially
retiring from the sport.

In January, KSI defeated FaZe Temperrr by knockout in the first round, marking a strong start for
his final year of boxing. Now, he’s scheduled to take on Joe Fournier in his second bout of the
year, marking his second-ever fight against a pro boxer after taking out Luis Pineda in 2022.

KSI vs Joe Fournier has long been a rumor among fans. In fact, a fight poster for this matchup
leaked in October 2022, sparking theories that a match between these two wasn’t far off.

Fournier then confronted KSI in person after his victory over FaZe Temperrr in January, directly
challenging the YouTuber to a fight. Now, this highly-anticipated bout is finally taking place.
Here’s how you can tune into the action.

When is KSI vs Joe Fournier?

KSI vs Joe Fournier is the headline match on the Misfits x DAZN Series 007 boxing event.

The bout will take place on Saturday, May 13. No time has yet been released for the fight at the
time of writing.

Who is fighting on KSI vs Joe Fournier?



With nine KOs under his belt, Joe Fournier will be KSI’s toughest challenge yet, with the ‘boxing
billionaire’ expected to give the YouTuber a good run for his money.

However, the main event isn’t the only thrilling match-up, as the stacked lineup of undercard
fights are shaping up to be just as exciting.


